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WOMEN’S DAY honours the women who have paved the path towards our progress and struggled to 

take ‘womanhood’ to a level where it is now. Unfortunately, at the same time, the day is a reminder 

of the discrimination and inequality that continue to plague our society. This special day, dedicated to 

women around the world, is a celebration of the great success of women across all spheres of life as 

well as shaping the future. 

To create awareness of gender equality for a healthy society. Also, the milestone to be reached is the 

basic information for a girl child in every family education will during awareness among the society 

which will further result in overall development of nation and its community. 

As in Indian Tradition we take the name of God before starting anything, the event was started with 

the prayer song “Maha Ganapathi.” By Students. The event then kicks started with a group discussion 

on the topic “WOMEN PROTECTION” between all the gathered faculty and students. This group 

discussion gave out few great views from the students, who are today’s youth and our country’s 

tomorrow. Some of them were: “When women are empowered and can claim their rights and access 

to land, leadership, opportunities and choices, economies grow, food security is enhanced and 

prospects are improved for current and future generations” says a student from mechanical 

department “She is a woman, daughter, sister, friend, wife, mother and she should be deserved 

nothing less than HE “ a response from ECE student.  “Only Discussing and reporting is not enough, 

because it is not stopping the violence from happening. Women need a system that will help women 

whose rights are violated not only speak up but to be provided a second chance to live a normal life” 

by a student from IT. 

All the faculty and students spoke in the jam session, expressing their views about the topics they 

selected, thus everyone getting an opportunity to speak. This JAM session also provided good 

interaction between faculty and students. 

The evening then, reached to its most excited part, which had a fun quiz for everyone present. This 

quiz was all about to test how well one knows about women brands and products used in our daily 

basis and about different art works in ladies’ jewellery and apparel. Everyone presents participated 

with great enthusiasm and won cool goodies for a right answer. 

On this occasion, there were various events of celebrations and deliberations performed by the 

students at the college. Students, too, shared their views on woman empowerment and ongoing 

scenarios. A cultural show was carried out which emphasised the role of women in the society. The 

Program was concluded by proposing the vote of thanks by vice principal, and NSS officer. 
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